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The Lamb-shift polarimeter described here enables the polarization of a beam of hydrogen
~deuterium! atoms, or of a slow proton~deuteron! beam, to be measured with an absolute precision
better than 1% within a few seconds. The polarimeter measures the intensity ratios of Lyman-a
transitions after Stark quenching of metastable hyperfine substates that were selected in a spin filter.
For that purpose the hydrogen~deuterium! atoms are ionized in a Glavish-type ionizer. By charge
exchange of the protons~deuterons! in cesium vapor, atoms in the metastable 2S state are produced.
For a hydrogen beam of 331016 atoms/s,;33106 photons/s are registered in a photomultiplier,
i.e., the polarimeter efficiency is about 10210. The signal-to-background ratio in the Lyman-a
spectrum is excellent, thus beam intensities of one to two orders of magnitude less would still be
sufficient to carry out a precise measurement. The different components of the polarimeter affect the
measured polarization in several ways. It was, therefore, crucial to determine precisely the
associated correction factors in order to derive the nuclear polarization from the measured Lyman-a
spectra. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1619550#
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I. INTRODUCTION

A number of Lamb-shift polarimeters~LSPs! of different
designs1–4 have been in use to measure the polarization
proton~deuteron! beams at polarized ion sources. Some o
ers are being planned.5–7 The present LSP was designe
built, and tested with unpolarized ion beams at the Univ
sität zu Köln. The measurements with polarized atom
beams have been carried out at the Forschungszentrum¨-
lich using the ANKE polarized atomic beam source~ABS!.8

The LSP was specifically developed to measure and optim
the polarization of neutral beams from such beam sou
with higher absolute accuracy in shorter times than achie
previously.

In the present article, it is shown that it is possible
measure the polarization of an atomic beam of hydro
~deuterium! and also of a slow proton~deuteron! beam up to
2 keV ~4 keV! energy with a precision of 1% in a few se
onds. Beam intensities of less than 1015 atoms/s or
1011 protons/s are required. Therefore, polarization meas
ments of the gas in a storage cell target appear feasible
a small number of atoms effusing from the cell. Thus, o
LSP constitutes an alternative to polarimeters of the Bre
Rabi type.9

a!Now at: Institut für Kernphysik, Forschungszentrum Ju¨lich, 52425 Ju¨lich,
Germany; electronic mail: r.w.engels@fz-juelich.de
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II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The functions of the following LSP components are:

• An ionizer with a strong magnetic field ionizes the~po-
larized! atoms from an atomic beam.

• A Wien filter is used to provide a longitudinal polariza
tion direction for the atoms. It also removes unwant
charged particles from the beam.

• A cesium vapor cell transforms the ions into metasta
atoms by charge exchange.

• A spin filter transmits metastable atoms in differe
single hyperfine Zeeman states~HFS! corresponding to
the magnetic field inside.

• A Lyman-a detector measures the relative HFS occu
tion numbers after Stark quenching.

The special setup of the horizontally mounted LSP w
the vertically injected polarized atomic beam is shown
Fig. 1. In the following, the discussion is mostly limited t
the case of hydrogen, whereas some aspects of deuteron
discussed in Sec. VI.

For the ionizer a Glavish-type electron-collisio
ionizer10 was chosen with a magnetic field variable betwe
0 and 140 mT. A sufficiently high field is necessary to d
couple electron and nuclear spins in order to conserve
nuclear spin during the ionization process. The atoms fr
the ABS are ionized by electrons emitted from a hot filame
The electron density is increased by capturing them in a
7 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Setup and principle of the polarization measurement with the Lamb-shift polarimeter. Details show the ionizer and the Stark quenching.
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tential trap produced by several cylindrical electrodes. Th
are also used to extract and focus the proton~deuteron! beam
~see the inset in Fig. 1!. Additionally, the gyration of the
electrons in the magnetic field increases the ionization e
ciency by orders of magnitude to;1024. When potentials
between 1 and 2 kV at the ionization column are applied
plasma can be generated, which leads to a further increa
the ionization efficiency to about 1023. The higher potentials
reduce also the loss of ions during beam transport. Howe
this plasma mode is very sensitive to the pressure inside
ionizer.

Subsequently, the ions are electrostatically deflected o
the horizontal beam axis. The necessary 90° rotation of
polarization direction is accomplished by a Wien filter.
crossed magnetic and electric fieldsB andE are produced by
coils with iron pole pieces and electric field plates. The s
precession determinesB, whereas theE field is adjusted to
compensate for the beam deflection. Employing electr
lenses in front of and behind the Wien filter, a proton be
transmission of 80% for a spin precession of 90° w
achieved.

The Wien filter is used as a mass filter as well, whi
proved to be important for the following reasons:

~1! Only protons can reach the quenching region. Other i
will thus not produce background light near the pho
multiplier.

~2! Although the cross section for the process H2
11Cs

→H(2S)1¯ was measured by us to be 70610 times
smaller than that for the production of metastable ato
from protons, the remaining contribution of the H2

1 ions
to the background is removed by the Wien filter.
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~3! Furthermore, it is very useful for diagnostics, as d
scribed in Sec. IV.

By charge exchange with cesium vapor, metastable
oms in the 2S state are produced.11 The optimum tempera-
ture of the liquid cesium for the production of metastab
atoms in our case is 160 °C. A 10 g charge of cesium la
several months.

To define the polarization of the metastable hydrogen
strong magnetic field in the Cs cell is required, i.e., a fie
strong with respect to the critical field ofBc56.34 mT for
the metastable atoms.12 The critical fieldBc is related to the
hyperfine splitting DW of an atomic eigenstate byBc

5DW/2mB , wheremB is the Bohr magneton.
The spin filter13 transmits only metastable atoms

single HFSs, depending on the magnetic field. The ot
metastable atoms are quenched into the ground state by
three-level spin filter interaction,14 induced by the combined
action of three fields:

~1! A longitudinal magnetic field of a magnitude of eithe
53.5 or 60.5 mT, such that the metastable substatesb2
andb1 and the short-lived substatese1 ande2 of the
2P state become degenerate.15 For these magnetic field
the transmission of the metastable HFSa1 and a2
reaches a maximum. Along a distance of;30 cm, the
magnetic fields should be as homogeneous as poss
The measured variation of the magnetic field is ab
60.03 mT.

~2! A transverse electric field of about 10 V/cm to couple t
2S and 2P substates depending on the energy differen
between them~Stark effect!.
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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~3! A radio frequency field of 1.6098 GHz in a TM010 mode
cavity for a strong coupling of the metastable substa
a1 andb1 at 53.5 mT, ora2 andb2 at 60.5 mT. The
power for this rf field is about 100 mW and the quali
factor (f res/D f FWHM) of our cavity is;1800.

Behind the spin filter, the longitudinal electric fiel
~;100 V/cm!, produced by a cylinder lens, quenches t
residual metastable atoms into the ground state. As a fu
tion of the magnetic field in the spin filter, the Lyman-a
photons~121 nm!, emitted by this transition, are registere
selectively with a 1 in. photomultiplier tube~PMT! sensitive
only to wavelengths between 110 and 200 nm~Fig. 2!.16 The
number of photons counted in one hyperfine state is pro
tional to the number of protons with the same nuclear s
orientation behind the ionizer and, therefore, to the num
of atoms in the primary beam.

From the ratio of the number of photons, which are p
duced in the peaks at 53.5 and at 60.5 mT in the spin fi
the polarization of an atomic or a slow ion beam of 50
2000 eV can be determined. For 331016 atoms/s injected
into the ionizer, a peak value of about 3.23106 photons/s
was registered, thus yielding an overall efficiency of the p
larimeter of;10210. A statistical error of the polarization o
;0.005 is obtained in 2 s.

III. BACKGROUND IN THE LYMAN SPECTRUM

For the measurement of the polarization it is essentia
minimize the constant background in the Lyman spectru
This background, produced independently of the magn
field in the spin filter, stems from several sources:

~1! When ions are not neutralized in the cesium cell, th
can reach the quenching region even through the ele
fields of the spin filter. These ions are deflected by the e
tric quenching field and hit an electrode. There they can
combine and, during this process, many photons of differ
wavelengths are produced in front of the photomultiplier. F
example, there are about 600~700! possibilities for O1 (N1)
ions to emit photons in the wavelength window of t
photomultiplier.17 The Wien filter can be adjusted in a wa
that only protons~deuterons! arrive at the quenching region
The cylindrical shape of the quenching lens is very help
because residual protons do not hit the electrodes, w
they would produce photons in front of the photomultiplie

FIG. 2. Lyman-a spectrum of a polarized atomic hydrogen beam of
31016 atoms/s measured in 20 s.
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~2! All ground-state hydrogen atoms in the beam beh
the spin filter possess a kinetic energy depending on the
tential of the ionization column in the ionizer. Once they h
a surface, they emit photons. It proved necessary to s
atomic and ion beams far away from the quenching regi
Therefore, the Faraday cup is placed outside the quenc
region. In order to suppress multiply scattered photons,
cup and the quenching lens are made from stainless s
which has a very small reflection coefficient for waveleng
below 200 nm.

~3! In the spin filter, most of the metastable atoms a
quenched into the ground state and Lyman-a photons are
produced. A diaphragm between the spin filter and quench
region could be used to prevent this light from reaching
photomultiplier. This aperture, however, would also restr
the diameter of the beam of metastable atoms. The que
ing lens prevents a direct line of sight between the spin fi
cavity and the entrance window of the photomultiplier, wh
the choice of the material~stainless steel! suppresses mul
tiple photon scattering.

~4! The background in Fig. 2 is dominated by collision
between beam atoms and the residual gas in the quenc
region. The initial signal-to-background ratio is;100, it de-
creases when the chamber pressure is increased. A pre
of 1026 mbar and a beam intensity of 631012 atoms/s, cor-
responding to 1 mA behind the ionizer, result in 6
3107 interactions/s in front of the PMT. With the estima
that ;10% of the atoms or gas particles produce 110–2
nm photons and that;1023 of them are registered in th
PMT, about 104 background photons/s are expected, in rou
agreement with the measured value. The only disadvan
of the cylindrical quenching lens is that it reduces the pum
ing speed near the quenching volume at the photomultip

~5! A minor source of light is the hot filament in th
ionizer. When no ions are produced in the ionizer, a v
small signal of about 100 photons/s, varying with the fi
ment temperature, is observed.

When the ionizer operates in the plasma mode, som
the additional photons produced are detected with the ph
multiplier. However, the number of photons from this effe
is 1024 times the number of the expected Lyman-a photons
and can normally be neglected.

~6! During all measurements the dark current of the ph
tomultiplier corresponded to 10–100 photons reaching
PMT within 1 s.

IV. CORRECTIONS

The quantity

PLy5
N12N2

N11N2
,

determined from the peak integralsN1 and N2 , is a mea-
sure of the nuclear polarizationpz of the atoms or ions~Fig.
2!. However, a number of corrections are necessary, wh
are small for ion beams but essential for atomic beams.
precision to which the correction factors can be evalua
determines the absolute accuracy of the polarization va
that can be obtained with the LSP.
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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A. Magnetic field in the ionizer

While the polarization is constant for hydrogen atoms
the pure HFS 1 and 3, it depends on the magnetic fieldB for
HFS 2 and 4. The ionization process in our ionizer tak
place at a magnetic field of 140 mT or less. Therefore, for
calculation of the polarization in arbitrary magnetic fields
is necessary to know the occupation numbers of the atom
these substates forB→`. In order to derive the occupatio
numbers of the HFS 2 and 4, the measured value ofPLy has
to be corrected. For a given magnetic fieldB, this correction
factor corresponds to

Cion~B!5
1

a~B!
5

A11S B

Bc
D 2

B

Bc

, ~1!

whereBc550.7 mT is the critical field for hydrogen.12

The present type of ionizer allows the variation of t
magnetic field in the ionization column, whereby the ef
ciency of the ionizer is affected and the polarization rema
the same. Therefore, one can make use of the field de
dence ofPLy of an atomic beam to identify the substate
Even the relative population numbers of a beam compose
a field-independent~pure! and a field-dependent~mixed!
substates can be determined, as shown in Fig. 3. For a ty
applied magnetic field of 134 mT, the correction factor f
the HFS 2 isCion51.07060.001.

B. Residual gas in the ionizer

The ionizer produces protons from residual gas m
ecules like H2 , CnHm, and especially from H2O. These un-
polarized protons cannot be separated from the polar
protons produced by the beam and will decreasePLy . When
the atomic beam is switched off, the beam-independent b
ground in the Lyman-a spectrum can be measured separat
~Fig. 4!. The efficiency of the ionizer has to be the same
both measurements. This condition is fulfilled in the electr
impact mode of the ionizer, when the potential of the ioniz
tion column is relatively low~'500 V!, resulting in a modes
but stable ionization efficiency of about 1024. Despite its

FIG. 3. PLy of an atomic hydrogen beam in the HFS 1, 2, and 112 as a
function of the current in the solenoid coil of the ionizer.
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higher ionization efficiency, the plasma mode proves not u
ful here. The plasma’s sensitivity to changes in ionizer pr
sure leads to instabilities, such as changes in ionization
ciency, e.g., when the beam is switched on and off.

With b5N0 /(N11N2), the ratio of the sums of the
peak intensities without and with the beam, the appropr
correction factor can be calculated. The polarizationP cor-
rected for this effect is

P5
~N12N0/2!2~N22N0/2!

~N12N0/2!1~N22N0/2!

5
N12N2

~N11N2!2N0

5
N12N2

~N11N2!~12b!
5PLy

1

12b
. ~2!

Thus, the residual gas correction factor is

Cgas5
1

12b
. ~3!

Figure 4 shows a spectrum taken after a few hours
pumping only, yieldingCgas51.12060.002. Due to the de-
pendence on the vacuum conditions, this factor must
checked repeatedly. After a few days, the pressure in
ionizer without the beam is normally about 231028 mbar
and the correction factor, typically, drops toCgas'1.005.

C. Recombination

When the atoms hit a surface in the ionizer, they c
recombine into molecules. From the measured time cons
for equilibrium of the ionizer pressure of about 1 s~after the
injection of atomic beam!, the number of wall collisions of
molecules in the ionizer is estimated to be at least 10 0
Using the field dependence of the depolarization of hydro
molecules from Ref. 18, an upper limit for the nuclear pol
ization of the hydrogen molecules of;0.2% is calculated.
Taking, in addition, into account the known higher depol
ization of hydrogen atoms on the stainless steel surface
the ionizer prior to recombination,19 we conclude that the
nuclear polarization of the molecules in the ionizer is ze
The ionizer will, therefore, produce unpolarized protons a

FIG. 4. Lyman-a spectrum with (N1 ,N2) and without (N0) a polarized
atomic hydrogen beam. The spectrum was obtained with a reduced
ciency of the ionizer~see Sec. V!.
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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H2
1 ions from these molecules. Using the Wien filter, it

possible to determine this beam-dependent unpolarized b
ground. A calibration of the ionization process is obtained
measuring the proton and H2

1 ion currents as a function o
the ionizer pressure, which is varied by admission of a sm
amount of hydrogen gas~Fig. 5!. These currents are com
pared with those from an atomic beam in the ionizer. Sin
the ratio r of the number of protons and H2

1 ions now is
known, it is straightforward to measure the H2

1 current with
the atomic beam on and then to determine the curren
unpolarized protons in the ion beam, produced from H2,
with use of Fig. 5. In our case, the ratio of the number
protons from molecules to that of all protons is

c5
Nprotons from H2

Nprotons
5

NH
2
1r

Nprotons
50.08760.007. ~4!

The correction factor arising from this effect is

Crec5
1

12c
51.09560.008. ~5!

When the atomic beam enters the ionizer, the pressure in
increases from 231028 to 231026 mbar.

Using the fact that both cross sections have the sa
energy dependence in the region of interest and differ onl
magnitude by a factor of 0.6, it is possible to calculate
efficiency of the ionizer from the data of Fig. 5.20

D. Wien filter

The precession of the polarization of the protons
pends on the quantity*Bdl along their trajectories in the
magnetic field of the Wien filter~WF!. This field integral
varies according to differences in the path lengths and fi
inhomogeneities. This leads to some loss of polarization
to the averaging over different spin directions. In first ord
the loss increases linearly with the strength of the magn
field, i.e., with the precession angle. A comparison of
minima and maxima of the curve in Fig. 6 yields a polariz
tion loss of 2d50.01660.004 for a precession of the pola
ization from b5190° to 1270°. For a precession fromb
50° to 90° atI 51.55 A, the correction factor amounts to

FIG. 5. H2
1 and the H1 ion current as a function of the pressure in t

ionizer by admission of varying amounts of H2 into the ionizer.
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d

PLy
51.01060.003.

E. Cesium cell

When protons with polarizationP pick up unpolarized
electrons from the cesium atoms in the vapor cell, the oc
pation numbers of metastable atoms in the mixed HFSa2
and b1 depend on the magnetic fieldB in the cell, and
thereforePLy as well.

With the probabilities W15(11P)/2 and W25(1
2P)/2 to find a proton withmI511/2 or mI521/2 in the
beam the probabilityWa1 for the production of metastabl
atoms in HFS 1 is

Wa15eW1WmJ511/25eS 11P

4 D ,

wheree is the efficiency of populating a metastable state, a
WmJ511/251/2 is the probability of capturing an electro
with s511/2.

For the mixed HFSa2, the situation is more compli-
cated because both, (mI ;mJ)5(11/2;21/2) or ~21/2;
11/2! contribute to

Wa2~B!5eF S W1

2

12a~B!

2 D1S W2

2

11a~B!

2 D G
5eF ~11P!@12a~B!#

8
1

~12P!@11a~B!#

8 G ,
wherea(B) is defined in Eq.~1!.

The measuredPLy is given by

PLy~B!5
Wa12Wa2

Wa11Wa2

5
W1@11a~B!#2W2@11a~B!#

W1@32a~B!#1W2@11a~B!#

5
P@11a~B!#

21P@12a~B!#
.

The proton polarizationP can be expressed as a functio
of the known magnetic fieldBCs and the measuredPLy ,

FIG. 6. MeasuredPLy as a function of the current in the coils of the Wie
filter.
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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P5
2

@11a~B!#2PLy@12a~B!#
PLy . ~6!

The correction factorCCs is thus a function of the magneti
field and of the measuredPLy ,

CCs5
2

@11a~B!#2PLy@12a~B!#
. ~7!

In our cesium cell, average magnetic fields up toB
555 mT can be produced, which correspond to nine tim
the critical field of the metastable hydrogen (Bc

56.34 mT). Therefore, during the production of the me
stable atomsa50.993460.0004 of the polarization is con
served. ForPLy50.78 the correction factor isCCs51.0058
60.0004. This can be determined very precisely from
difference between the measuredPLy and the extrapolated
value PLy(B→`) ~Fig. 7!. The discrepancy between me
surement and fit for low currents in the cesium cell coils
caused by the remanent magnetization of the stainless
of the cesium cell.

F. Spin filter

Even if measured with an unpolarized primary prot
beam or with unpolarized molecular H2 gas in the ionizer,
the Lyman spectrum shows some asymmetry. This is cau
in the spin filter by differences in the magnetic field inhom
geneities at 53.5 and 60.5 mT, leading to different transm
sion probabilitiesta1 and ta2 for metastable atoms in HFS
a1 or HFSa2, respectively.

The polarizationPMeta of metastable atoms in the cesiu
cell, corrected forBCs→` is used to calculate the probabil
ties of metastable atoms in HFSa1 ~a2! in front of the spin
filter,

Wa15
11PMeta

2
and Wa25

12PMeta

2
.

For the general case includingta1Þta2 ,

PLy5
ta1Wa12ta2Wa2

ta1Wa11ta2Wa2
.

Using T[ta1 /ta2 , one obtains

FIG. 7. Measured and fittedPLy @Eq. ~6!# as a function of the current in the
field coils of the cesium cell.
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PLy5
TWa12Wa2

TWa11Wa2
5

PMeta~T11!1~T21!

PMeta~T21!1~T11!
,

from which follows

PMeta5
PLy~11T!1~12T!

PLy~12T!1~11T!
. ~8!

The correction factorCSF for the spin filter~SF! is a function
of T and the measuredPLy ,

CSF5

~11T!1
1

PLy
~12T!

PLy~12T!1~11T!
. ~9!

The transmission ratioT is obtained from a measureme
of PLy with an unpolarized beam (PMeta50) using Eq.~8!.

For our spin filter, PLy(PMeta50)50.004460.0020,
which yields T51.00960.003. For typical values ofPLy

50.78 and20.78, one findsCSF50.99760.002 fora1, and
1.00360.002 fora2. This correction factor is the only on
that reduces a positive polarization, or increases a nega
polarization.

In Ref. 4 the authors simply normalized the polariz
Lyman-a spectrum to the unpolarized one.

G. Other corrections necessary?

Below we discuss some other effects that could influe
PLy :

~1! It is known that the cross section for the ionization pr
cess

H1e→H112e,

depends on both the polarization of atoms a
electrons.21 If electrons are polarized, the ionization e
ficiency for atoms in different HFS can vary dependi
on the type of ionizer.

• In Ref. 22 it is reported that in an electron cyclotro
resonance~ECR! ionizer the number of protons pro
duced depends on the hyperfine states of the incom
atoms. Some of the accelerated electrons stem from
larized atoms and, therefore, the electrons in the ion
tion plasma may not be completely unpolarized. Pol
ization transfer from elastic electron scattering off t
polarized atoms may contribute as well.23 The ioniza-
tion efficiency depends on the HFS of the primary
oms. Differences on the order of 0.01%–0.1% ha
been observed. Thus, it was possible to tune the tra
tion units in the polarized ABS.

• The authors of Ref. 24, using a strong field electro
bombardment ionizer, measured changes of the ion
tion efficiency of 1% for different combinations of a
oms in two hyperfine states.

For the Glavish-type ionizer, the effect describ
above should be much weaker, because almost all e
trons originate from a hot filament and are unpola
ized. The influence of polarized electrons in the io
izer can be determined by measuring the ion curren
the cup as a function of the occupation numbers of
HFS, when the heating of the cesium cell is switch
off. The ion current will change, depending on the
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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transition units employed behind the last sextup
magnet in the ABS, by which the occupation numbe
of the HFS can be varied without changing the absol
flux.

~2! When the metastable atoms enter the region of the m
netic field gradient at the exit of the cesium cell, tran
verse magnetic field components cause a precessio
the polarization depending on the atom trajectori
Partly, the small loss of polarization is compensated
the field gradient of opposite direction at the entrance
the spin filter, as calculated for the LSP of the TUN
laboratory.25 Our design maintains the same absolu
gradients of'10 mT/cm at the cesium cell and at th
spin filter. The field gradient at the exit of the cesium c
was varied around this value by applying iron shims
different thickness at the end of the cesium cell coil. N
measurable change in the Lyman spectra could be
served.

~3! It has been shown11 that the distribution of photons from
quenching of polarized metastable atoms in a homo
neous electric field is nonisotropic due to the elect
dipole character of the ground-state transition. Fo
Lamb-shift polarimeter this effect is very small, becau
only metastable atoms in HFSa1 anda2 are quenched
in front of the photomultiplier, which have the sam
electron-spin orientation for different orientations of t
nuclear spin.

H. Calculation of the polarization

From the known correction factors for atoms in the d
ferent HFS it is possible to determine the polarizationpz(z)

of the atomic beam from the measuredPLy . In principle, it is
necessary to calculate the polarization of the metastable
oms in front of the spin filter with the correction factorCSF

and in front of the cesium cell with the correction factorCCs,
because these factors are functions of the polarization.
corrections are, however, very small. It is, therefore, su
cient to multiply PLy(HFS) by the single HFS-depende
correction factors, listed in Table I.

From the measured quantityPLy50.78060.002~Fig. 2!
and with the total correction factor, the nuclear polarizat
of the atomic beam~HFS 1! is calculated to bepz50.867
60.009.

For a polarized proton~or deuteron! beam, the correction
factorsCgas, Crec, andCion , associated with the ionizatio
process, are not applicable. In this case, the total correc

TABLE I. Correction factors for HFS 1 and 2.

Correction factor HFS 1 HFS 2

Ionizer: BÞ` (Cion) 1 1.07060.001
Residual gas (Cgas) 1.00560.002
Recombination (Crec) 1.09560.008
Wien filter (CWF) 1.00860.002
Cs cell (CCs) 1.005460.0004
Spin filter (CSF) 0.99760.002 1.00360.002
Total Ctot 1.11260.010 1.19760.010
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CWF CCs CSF51.01160.003 is much smaller than for th
atomic case.

V. SENSITIVITY

The measurements, discussed here, profited from
high beam intensity of the ANKE ABS. For hydrogen, typ
cally, 7.431016 atoms/s in two HFS are injected into a com
pression tube of 10 mm diam and 100 mm length. The L
is, however, sensitive enough to measure the polarizatio
a beam with strongly reduced intensity in a reasonable ti
As an example, Fig. 4 shows a spectrum, measured with
beam intensity, but with the ionizer efficiency reduced fro
1023 to 1025, resulting in a photon rate of 104 photons/s at
53.5 mT. With decreasing beam intensity the contribution
unpolarized atoms from residual gas to the Lyman spect
increases. The measured asymmetryPLy thus decreases, a
shown in Fig. 8. As discussed in Sec. IV A, the nuclear be
polarization can be determined by applying the proper c
rections even for the low beam intensity. These correcti
do not appear in polarization measurements on proton~or
deuteron! beams and should give good results for intensit
as low as 1011 ions/s ~20 nA!. Possible improvements ar
discussed in the next section.

VI. DISCUSSION

With the Lamb-shift polarimeter, described here, it
possible to measure the polarization of a hydrogen be
with an error of 1% in 20 s or less, depending on the atom
beam intensity. The statistical error of about 0.3% increa
to 0.5% when the time period for one scan is reduced to

The total error of the nuclear polarization is dominat
by the systematic error of about 0.9% in the correction f
tors for the present LSP. As discussed above, the correct
have to take into account the properties of the LSP com
nents, but they can be determined using the polarimete
self. The largest contribution to the systematic error of 0.
originates from the recombination of beam atoms in the i
izer. This error can be reduced by providing a better vacu
in the ionizer.

FIG. 8. PLy as a function of the atomic beam intensity, measured in units
the absolute pressure in the deflector chamber. Without the beam, the
sure in the deflector chamber was 3.131028 mbar.
P license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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The total error of the polarization of a proton~deuteron!
beam of 500 nA isDpz(z)50.004 for a 2 s measuremen
period.

It is essential to minimize the fraction of molecules
the atomic beam, because unpolarized nucleons reduce
polarization of the gas target. With the present ionizer, it w
not possible to separate H2 molecules in the beam from thos
produced by recombination in the ionizer. Their density
estimated to be higher by two orders of magnitude than
of H2 molecules injected directly with the beam from th
ABS. With additional pumping of the ionization volume, th
molecular background from recombination in the ionizati
column should be substantially reduced. It will then be p
sible to measure the molecular fraction in the beam wit
chopper in the beam line and the Wien filter of the LSP.

For measurements of the vector and tensor polariza
of a deuterium beam, the LSP is expected to enable a p
sion comparable to that obtained for hydrogen. Some of
correction factors are lower for deuterium than for hydrog
Because of the smaller critical magnetic field~11.4 mT com-
pared to 50.7 mT for hydrogen!, the polarization is con-
served to a higher degree during ionization as well as du
charge exchange. The separation of the individual HFS pe
in the Lyman spectrum as a function of the magnetic field
the spin filter is about 1 mT only~Fig. 9!. Therefore, the spin
filter correction, caused by different HFS transmissions d
to magnetic field inhomogeneities, becomes negligible.
addition, the background in the Lyman spectra cannot
affected by deuterium atoms produced from the residual
e.g., H2O.

The present polarimeter setup was crucial for the de
opment and fine tuning of the rf-transition units of the ANK
ABS. For deuterium beams, it is expected that the LSP
be much more important. In particular, the capability of fa
online polarization monitoring in connection with the exce
lent signal-to-background ratio, proved valuable.

Further improvements are scheduled to increase the
polarimeter sensitivity. In order to reduce the unwan
background, a new ionizer with a nonevaporable getter pu
of 2000 1/s~Ref. 26!, around the ionization volume has bee
built. It also provides a stronger magnetic field of up to 2
mT. We expect to achieve a reduction of the total error
0.7% in a measurement of 2 s only. A shorter quenching

FIG. 9. Lyman-a spectrum of a polarized deuterium beam. (PzLy

520.06;PzzLy521.09).
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region and a new Wien filter are under construction. Th
will lead to a better beam transport of the metastable ato
and higher transmission, respectively. In addition, the pres
photomultiplier of 1 in. diameter is replaced by a 2 in. type
with a narrower window of sensitivity around the 121 n
Lyman-a wavelength.16 Moreover, a lock-in amplifier in
combination with a chopper in front of the ionizer will sep
rate the beam-associated Lyman-a signal from the back-
ground. With these improvements, it appears feasible to m
sure continuously the polarization of a small fraction of t
atoms, emerging from the storage-cell target of the ANK
spectrometer into the LSP, in order to determine the po
ization of the hydrogen and deuterium targets. The LSP c
stitutes an indispensable tool for future polarization expe
ments, such as the measurement of the tensor analy
power of the proton-induced deuteron-breakup reaction27 at
COSY, but also for other polarized-ion source developme
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